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A Comparison of Maximum Likelihood
and Median-Rank Regression for

Weibull Estimation
Ulrike Genschel,

William Q. Meeker

Department of Statistics, Iowa

State University, Ames, Iowa

ABSTRACT The Weibull distribution is frequently used in reliability

applications. Many different methods of estimating the parameters

and important functions of the parameters (e.g., quantiles and failure prob-

abilities) have been suggested. Maximum likelihood and median-rank

regression methods are most commonly used today. Largely because of con-

flicting results from different studies that have been conducted to investigate

the properties of these estimators, there are sharp differences of opinion on

which method should be used. The purpose of this article is to report on the

results of our simulation study, to provide insight into the differences

between the competing methods, and to resolve the differences among

the previous studies.

KEYWORDS censored data, least squares, ML, MRR, reliability

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation and Purpose

The Weibull distribution, described in Section 2, is perhaps the most

widely used distribution for reliability analysis. In the earlier days of

reliability data analysis, before desktop computers and reliability analysis

software became available, engineers and statisticians commonly used

probability plots to analyze censored life data. A nonparametric estimate

of the fraction failing as a function of time, consisting of a point for each

failure time, would be plotted on specially prepared papers designed such

that a Weibull distribution would be represented by a straight line on the

plot. If the plotted points did not deviate too much from a straight line,

one would draw a line through the points to estimate the Weibull

distribution. Nonparametric estimators used for this purpose include (but

are not limited to)

. Kaplan and Meier (1958)

. Herd (1960), described more completely in Johnson (1964), and

. Nelson (1969).
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As described by Nelson (1982, p. 118), except

when estimating lower tail probabilities, there is little

difference among these nonparametric estimators

and in all cases such differences are not important

relative to the variability in the data.

After computers became available, it was possible

to fit the line on the probability plot by using

an objective analytical method. Two approaches

emerged. Most statisticians used or advocated the

use of maximum likelihood (ML) because of its

well-known distributional optimality properties in

‘‘large samples.’’ Many engineers, however, used

ordinary least squares (OLS) to draw the line on

the probability plot because it was easier to program

and more familiar (being covered in most introduc-

tory statistics text books). Also, OLS produces a

visually appealing line through the points, when

the points fall along a line. The ML estimate also

provides a visually appealing line through points

except in cases where it should not, as will be

illustrated in our examples. Intuitively, using OLS

to fit the line would not seem to be a good idea

because this application violates the assumptions

under which OLS is usually justified (constant

variance and independent observations) as statis-

tically optimum for estimation. Moreover, OLS

regression estimators are linear estimators that put

large weight on the extreme observations having

large variance. The most commonly used implemen-

tation of this OLS=probability plot approach uses

median-rank plotting positions (given by Herd 1960

and Johnson 1964) and the method is known today

as median-rank regression (MRR).

In July 2000 WQM was asked to respond to a letter

from R. B. Abernethy, sent to G. J. Hahn, comment-

ing on Doganaksoy et al. (2000) and questioning the

use of ML estimation in product life analysis. In that

same year, WQM received a request from a client at a

manufacturing company to provide feedback on a

memo. The memo argued strongly for the use of

MRR estimation and against the use of ML estimation

and had been distributed widely to engineers and

statisticians within the company. The arguments

were similar to those in Abernethy (1996). The

memo concluded:

My recommendation is that we use MRR for populations
less than 500 with fewer than 100 failures; and to use
MLE for populations of 500 or more, having 100 or
more failures.

These events caused us to think more deeply about

the various differences of opinion. Although it is poss-

ible to find or construct alternative estimators that are

better than ML for particular situations, our experi-

ence has been that in most relatively simple situations

with a fixed number of parameters, it is hard to beat

ML. For samples of moderate size (e.g., 20 or 30), it

seems to be impossible to find anything that will be

consistently better than an ML estimator. Our thoughts

were, however, that censoring or extrapolation or

special properties of the Weibull distribution could

have led to misleading statistical intuition. Thus, over

the following year we designed and conducted an

extensive simulation experiment to study and com-

pare the properties of ML and MRR estimators. Our

simulation results showed a strong preference for

the ML method for situations arising in practical

reliability analysis. A summary of these results was

later reported by Genschel and Meeker (2007).

Meanwhile, we have had other experiences where

ML has been questioned and MRR suggested as

the best alternative. For example, many statisticians

were surprised when MINITAB changed the default

estimation method for reliability analysis from ML

to MRR (starting with their release 14 and continuing

with release 15).

The purpose of this article is not only to report on

the results of our simulation study but to provide

some insight into the differences between ML and

MRR (particularly in small samples) and to resolve

differences among other existing studies.

1.2 Limitations of Point Estimates and

Point Predictions

Although the focus of this article is to study the

properties of point estimators of Weibull distribution

parameters and functions of parameters, we want to

emphasize that point estimates, by themselves, have

limited usefulness. In almost all practical applica-

tions, but particularly in reliability applications

where there can be safety issues and where only

small-to-moderate sample sizes are available, it is

essential to quantify uncertainty. Well-developed

methods for quantifying statistical uncertainty (i.e.,

uncertainty due to limited data) are available and

widely used. Quantifying other kinds of uncertainty

(e.g., model error) is more difficult but still

important. Knowledge of the statistical uncertainty
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provides, at least, a lower bound on the overall

uncertainty. See p. 5 of Hahn and Meeker (1991)

for further discussion of this point.

One reason to study the properties of point estima-

tors is that some statistical interval procedures are

based on a specific point estimation method. When

a method has good statistical properties, one might

expect that the associated interval method would also

have good properties and vice versa. Of course one

could and probably should study the properties of

the interval method directly, as in Vander Weil and

Meeker (1990) and Jeng and Meeker (2000).

1.3 Previous Work on Weibull
Estimation

During the 1960s and 1970s there were many

publications, in addition to those mentioned above,

describing research on estimating the parameters of

the Weibull distribution. Much of this early work is

summarized in Mann et al. (1974). The Weibull Analy-

sis Handbook by Abernethy et al. (1983) describes

practical tools, methods, and applications for using

the Weibull distribution to analyze reliability data and

to make decisions based on the analyses. Subsequent

versions of this material, with additions and subtrac-

tions, have been published as The New Weibull Hand-

book with the latest edition being Abernethy (2006).

Since 1982, numerous books have been written on

statistical methods for reliability data analysis and

most of these include some combination of statistical

theory, methodology, and applications for using the

Weibull and other distributions in reliability applica-

tions. There are too many of these to mention all of

them, but some of the most important of these

include Lawless (1982, with a new edition in 2003),

Nelson (1982, with a new updated paperback edition

in 2004), Crowder et al. (1991), Tobias and Trindade

(1995), and Meeker and Escobar (1998).

A number of studies have been conducted to com-

pare different methods of estimating the Weibull

parameters and functions of these parameters.

We will defer discussion of these until after we have

presented and explained the results of our study.

1.4 Overview

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-

lows. Section 2 introduces the Weibull distribution

and describes different kinds of censoring that can

arise in reliability data analysis. Section 3 discusses

linear estimation of Weibull distribution parameters

and median rank regression. Section 4 describes ML

estimation. Section 5 gives details of the design of

our simulation experiment. Section 6 presents exam-

ples of the analysis of simulated data like those in our

study and presents the results of a small simulation to

compare type 1 and type 2 censoring. Section 7 sum-

marizes the results of our main simulation study.

Section 8 describes other studies that have been

done to evaluate the properties of Weibull parameter

estimates and compares them with the results of our

study. In Section 9 we state some conclusions and

recommendations from our study and suggest areas

for further research.

2. THE WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION AND
CENSORED DATA

2.1 The Weibull Distribution

The Weibull cumulative distribution function (cdf)

can be expressed as

Fðt; l; rÞ ¼ PrðT � t; g;bÞ ¼ 1 � exp � t

g

� �b
" #

¼ Usev
logðtÞ � logðgÞ

1=b

� �
; t > 0

½1�

where Usev(z)¼ 1� exp[�exp(z)] is the standard

Gumbel smallest extreme value (SEV) distribution

cdf, g> 0 is the Weibull scale parameter (approxi-

mately the 0.632 quantile), and b> 0 is the Weibull

shape parameter. The second expression shows the

relationship between a Weibull random variable

and the logarithm of a Weibull random variable,

which follows an SEV distribution. That is, l¼ log(g)
is the SEV location parameter and r¼ 1=b is the SEV

scale parameter.

The Weibull shape parameter, b, tends to be clo-

sely related to the failure mode of a product. A value

of b< 1 implies a decreasing hazard function and

suggests infant mortality or some other mixture of

short-life and long-life units, whereas b> 1 implies

an increasing hazard function, suggesting wear out.

If b¼ 1, the hazard function is constant, implying that

the conditional probability of failure in a future

time interval, given survival to the beginning of that
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interval, depends only on the size of the interval and

not the age of the unit entering the interval. We

might expect to have a constant hazard function

when failures are caused by external events, the

probability of which does not depend on the age

of the product.

2.2 Motivation

The Weibull distribution is popular because it

provides a useful description for many different

kinds of data, especially in engineering applications

such as reliability. One physical motivation for the

Weibull distribution is that it is one of the limiting

distributions of minima. For example, if a system

has a large number of components with failure times

that will be independent and identically distributed

and the system fails when the first component

fails, the Weibull distribution can provide a good

description of the system’s failure time distribution.

If on the other hand there is a dominant failure mode

from a single component, then the system’s failure

time distribution may be better described by some

other distribution.

2.3 Censoring Types

Censored data (especially right censored) are

ubiquitous in reliability analysis. Reliability data

either come from life tests or from field or warranty

data. Life test data are almost always from type 1

(time)-censored tests because a schedule dictates

the time at which the test will end. Field data are

almost always multiply censored because of compet-

ing failure modes, random entry into a study, and

variation in use rates (when the timescale is amount

of use, such as miles). Again, analysis times are

usually dictated by schedule. The simulation study

described in this article covers this range of censor-

ing types.

Type 2 censoring arises when a test is terminated

after a given number of failures. Such tests, however,

are uncommon in practice. Nevertheless, the

majority of research on statistical methods for cen-

sored data has dealt with type 2 censoring because

it is technically simpler. In Section 6.3 we present

the results of a small simulation study to demonstrate

that it is important to evaluate a statistical procedure

under the kind of censoring that will actually be

used.

3. LINEAR ESTIMATION OF
RELIABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS AND

MEDIAN-RANK REGRESSION

3.1 BLU and BLI Estimators

Mann et al. (1974, Chap. 5) discussed best linear

unbiased (BLU) and best linear invariant (BLI)

estimators. Nelson (1982) focused his discussion on

BLU estimators but pointed out that the ideas also

apply directly to BLI estimators. These estimators

are based on generalized least squares applied

to the observed order statistics arising from type 2

censored data (providing optimum estimation, after

accounting for nonconstant variance and correlation

in the order statistics) and are best in the sense of

minimizing mean square error when estimating

the underlying Gumbel smallest extreme value distri-

bution parameters and quantiles (as mentioned in

Section 2.1, the logarithm of a Weibull random

variable has a Gumbel smallest extreme value or

SEV distribution). These optimality properties do

not continue to hold for nonlinear functions of

the parameters that are usually of interest, such as

Weibull quantiles, but one would expect that good

statistical properties carry over. Optimality properties

of these estimators are derived under the assumption

of type 2 censoring. Such linear estimators can be

extended to progressive type 2 censoring, with

more than one censoring point, as described in

Balakrishnan and Aggarwala (2000).

Computing for these linear estimation methods

requires special tables of coefficients. Only limited

tables are available in the books mentioned above

and, unlike ML, the methods have not been imple-

mented in commonly used commercial software.

For these reasons, and the fact that ML estimators

have other important advantages, optimum linear

estimation is rarely used in practice today.

3.2 Median-Rank Regression and
Other Estimators Based on Ordinary

Least Squares

MRR is a procedure for estimating the Weibull

parameters l¼ log(g) and r¼ 1=b by fitting a least

squares regression line through the points on a

probability plot. The analytical motivation for MRR

is that the log of the Weibull p quantile is a linear
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function of U�1
sevðpÞ. That is,

logðtpÞ ¼ lþ U�1
sevðpÞr

where U�1
sevðpÞ ¼ log½� logð1 � pÞ�. MRR estimates

are computed by using OLS where the response is

the log of the r failure times and the explanatory vari-

able is U�1
sevðpiÞ, with pi, i¼ 1,. . .,r corresponding to

the median rank plotting positions (estimates of the

fraction failing at the ith ordered failure time).

MRR, BLU, and BLI estimators can all be expressed

as linear functions of the log failure times. Unlike

BLU and BLI estimators, weights in the MRR linear

functions are based on the incorrect assumption of

uncorrelated, equal variance residuals. Thus, one

would expect that MRR estimators have inferior

properties, particularly with respect to variability.

There are several different ways to compute the

median rank plotting positions. We follow the

approach outlined on pp. 2–7 of Abernethy (2006).

We start by ordering all times in the data set (failures

and censoring times) from smallest to largest. Ranks

of these ordered times are denoted by i and range

from 1 to n. Reverse ranks corresponding only to the

failure times are given by Rk¼n� ikþ 1, k¼ 1,. . .,r,

where ik is the rank (among all n times) of the k th fail-

ure. The k th adjusted rank (adjusting for the censored

observations, if any), corresponding to the k th failure,

can be computed from the recursive formula

RA
k ¼ Rk � RA

k�1 þ nþ 1

Rk þ 1
; k ¼ 1; . . . ; r

where RA
0 ¼ 0. The MRR estimation in our simulation

employed the commonly used approximation to the

median rank plotting positions

pk ¼
RA
k � 0:3

nþ 0:4
; k ¼ 1; . . . ; r

due to Benard and Bosi-Levenbach (1953).

3.3 Motivation for MRR

As mentioned in Section 1.1, the original

motivation for using OLS (including MRR) to estimate

Weibull parameters was simplicity and ease of pro-

gramming. Today these are no longer valid reasons.

Another argument put forward against ML

estimation and in favor of MRR is that ML estimators

are biased and behave anti-conservatively (i.e., give

optimistic estimates). MRR estimators are also biased

and not always conservatively. In almost all cases the

bias in these estimators is dominated by the variance

and when the overall accuracy of an estimator is

evaluated, under any reasonable criterion for com-

paring estimators, ML methods are better in almost

all practical situations.

Note that averages and bias properties of estima-

tors are misleading if variability is neglected. This is

the message behind the joke involving the statistician

who, with his head in the oven and feet in a bucket

of ice water, claims to feel fine on average. Those

who argue for estimators with smaller bias, without

considering variability properties, make an anal-

ogously incorrect argument.

A third reason given for using MRR is that the fitted

line goes through the plotted points. The ML estimate

line also goes through the points when the Weibull

model is appropriate. The MRR estimate will, how-

ever go through the points even when it should

not, giving highly misleading results.

When WQM was teaching a short course at the

1999 Fall Technical Conference, a student concerned

about the use of ML and expressing a preference for

MRR provided an example where the MRR estimate

went through the points but the ML estimate did

not. The data consisted of three failures and eight

censored observations at 1,100 hours. Figure 1 is a

Weibull probability plot of the data showing both

ML and MRR estimates. It is interesting to note

that the ML line crosses 0.279� 3=11¼ 0.273 at the

censoring time. That is, the ML estimate of the frac-

tion failing at 1,100 hours is almost exactly equal to

the actual fraction failing at that same time. This

FIGURE 1 Comparison of MRR and ML Weibull estimates for

the Bearing A life test data on Weibull probability paper.
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approximation is a general property of ML estimators

from type 1 censored life tests. The ML estimate

suggests that the Weibull model is inappropriate

for these data. The MRR estimate, however, goes

through the points and gives seriously incorrect

results.

The real story here, previously unknown to the

owner of the data, is that the early failures were

caused by defective bearings and the test ended

before the real life-limiting failure mode was seen.

One of the main problems with MRR is that it com-

pletely ignores the important information contained

in the position of the censored observations that

occur after the last failure.

4. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD
ESTIMATION

4.1 Computing ML Estimates

Methods for computing ML estimators and various

examples can be found in any of the text books

mentioned in Section 1.3. We will not repeat this

information here.

4.2 Motivation for ML

With modern computer technology, ML has

become the workhorse of statistical estimation.

Estimation methods (particularly the method of

moments and OLS) taught in introductory statistics

courses generally cannot or should not be used with

complicated data (e.g., censored data). Interestingly,

many of the common estimators that we present in

introductory courses, such as the sample mean to

estimate the population mean and OLS to estimate

the coefficients of a regression model (both linear

or nonlinear in the parameters) under the assump-

tion of constant-variance, independent, normal

residuals, are also ML estimators. The reasons that

ML estimators are preferable and so widely used are

. Under mild conditions, met in most common pro-

blems, ML estimators have optimum properties in

large samples. Experience, including many simula-

tion studies, has shown that ML estimators are gen-

erally hard to beat consistently, even in small

samples.

. ML is versatile and can be applied when compli-

cating issues arise such as interval censoring (even

with overlapping intervals) or truncation, which

arises when only limited information is available

about units put into service in the past.

. The theory behind ML estimation provides several

alternative methods for computing confidence

intervals. These range from the computationally

easy Wald method to the computationally inten-

sive likelihood-based intervals and parametric

bootstrap intervals, based on (approximate) piv-

otal quantities. Confidence interval procedures

based on better estimation procedures will lead

to better confidence interval procedures (i.e.,

shorter expected length for a given coverage

probability). Exact confidence interval procedures

are available for type 2 censoring.

. ML methods can be used to fit regression models

often used in accelerated testing (e.g., Nelson

1990) or to do covariate adjustment for reliability

field data.

. With modern computing hardware and software,

ML is fast and easy to implement.

For an application of ML involving regression,

censoring, and truncation used in a prediction prob-

lem, see Hong et al. (2009).

5. DESIGN OF THE SIMULATION
EXPERIMENT

5.1 Goals of the Simulation

This section provides an explicit description of the

design and evaluation criteria for our simulation

experiment to compare MRR and ML estimation

methods. We designed and conducted our simula-

tion experiment to study the effect of several

factors on the properties of estimators for the

Weibull parameters and for various quantiles of

the Weibull distribution.

5.2 Experimental Factors

Our simulation was designed to mimic insertion of

a given amount of a product into the field at m

equally spaced points in time (staggered entry) and

where the data are to be analyzed at a prespecified

point in time. As shown in Figure 2, this experiment

can also be viewed as the superposition of m

separate life tests using type 1 censoring with differ-

ent censoring times.
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The particular factors used were

. m: the number of censoring (or product insertion)

times,

. FðtcmÞ: the probability that a unit starting at time 0

would fail before reaching the largest censoring

time tcm ,

. E(r): the nominal expected number of failures

before time tcm ,

. b¼ 1=r: the Weibull shape parameter.

Without loss of generality (because it is only a

scale factor) we used g¼ 1 in our simulation.

In Section 7, where we present the results of our

main simulation study, we will display the important

properties of the different estimators as a function of

E(r). We do this because the amount of information

in a censored sample and the convergence to

large-sample properties of estimators is closely related

to the (expected) number of failures. If FðtcmÞ and n

were to be used as the experimental factors, there

would be a strong interaction between them, making

the results much more difficult to present and to inter-

pret. The convergence behavior with respect to n

depends strongly on the amount of censoring. Thus,

the sample size n is not an explicit factor in our simu-

lation but is a function of E(r), FðtcmÞ, m, and b.

5.3 Factor Levels and the Generation

of Censoring Schemes

In order to cover the ranges encountered in

most practical applications of Weibull analysis,

we conducted simulations at all combinations of

the following levels of the factors.

. FðtcmÞ ¼ 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.40, 0.5, 0.6, 0.75,

0.9, 1.0

. E(r)¼ 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 15, 20, 25, 50, 100

. m¼ 1, 3, 12, 24, 36

. b¼ 1=r¼ 0.8, 1.0, 1.5, 3.0

When m¼ 1, we have the special case of type 1

censoring, whereas the case FðtcmÞ ¼ 1:0 corre-

sponds to no censoring and tcm ¼ þ1.

For each combination of the factor levels above

we simulated and computed both ML and MRR

estimates for each of 10,000 data sets. These results

were saved in files for subsequent exploration and

summarization.

For a given m, FðtcmÞ, and nominal E(r), we can

simulate the staggered entry by defining a particular

‘‘censoring scheme’’ consisting of the m superim-

posed type 1 censored tests with specified alloca-

tions and censoring times. This is illustrated in

Figure 2 for m¼ 4. Here tc1
; . . . ; tc4

are the censoring

times on the operating timescale and sI1 ; . . . ; sI4 are

the product-insertion times in the real-time scale.

The left-hand side of Figure 2 illustrates the real-time

staggered entry process we are mimicking. On the

right is the equivalent superposition of four type 1

censored life tests.

For a given FðtcmÞ < 1, m equally spaced censoring

times were chosen between 0 and tm where

tm ¼ expfU�1
sev½FðtcmÞ�ð1=bÞg, the FðtcmÞ quantile of a

Weibull distribution with parameters g¼ 1 and b.

Units are allocated uniformly to the m tests, at the

maximum level, such that the actual E(r) is less than

the nominal E(r). Then, starting with the shortest test,

one additional unit is added to each test until the

actual E(r) value exceeds the nominal E(r). Finally,

the last added unit is removed so that the actual E(r)

will be less than the nominal E(r). Let ni, i¼ 1,. . .,

m, denote the sample sizes for the m groups (life tests

or product insertion times) illustrated in Figure 2. Due

to the integer constraint on the ni values, in the final

censoring scheme, the actual E(r) (often non-integer)

is not always equal to the nominal E(r). But the values

must always be within one of each other. When we

plot properties of the estimators, we always plot

against the actual E(r) values.

5.4 Random Number Generation and
Simulating Censored Data,

Estimation, and Presentation

A faulty random number generator can lead to

incorrect simulation results. Potential problems with

FIGURE 2 Relationship between staggered entry on the left

with analysis at a given time (in real time) and superimposed type

1 censored life tests with different censoring times on the right

(in operating time).
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random number generators could include a period

that is too short or other periodicities and autocorre-

lation. It is important to know the properties of such

generators.

The uniform random number generator used in

our study is the portable FORTRAN function rand

(and its interface), available from http://www.netlib.

org. This function is based on an algorithm due to

Bays and Durham (1976) that uses a shuffling

scheme to assure an extremely long period. For

our implementation (using shuffling among 32 paral-

lel streams of random numbers), the approximation

given in Bays and Durham (1976) suggested that

the period should be on the order of 1028. Our simu-

lation required fewer than 1010 random numbers.

For the efficient simulation of censored samples

from a Weibull distribution, we use the simple

algorithm described in Section 4.13.3 of Meeker

and Escobar (1998). Estimation was performed using

ML and MRR algorithms in SPLIDA (Meeker and

Escobar 2004). The MRR algorithm was checked

against examples in Abernethy (1996). The ML algo-

rithms have been checked against JMP, MINITAB,

and SAS. Exploration and graphical presentation of

the results were done in S-PLUS.

5.5 Estimability Issues and
Conditioning

With type 2 (failure) censoring, the number of

failures in an experiment is fixed. As mentioned

earlier, for most practical applications this is unrealis-

tic. With type 1 (time) censoring, there is always a

positive probability of zero failures, in which case

neither ML nor MRR estimates exist. ML estimation

requires one failure and MRR estimation requires

two. We thus discarded any samples in which the

number of failures was fewer than two, making our

evaluation conditional on having at least two failures.

Table 3 in Jeng and Meeker (2000) gives the number

of observed samples in their simulation in which

there were only 0 or 1 failures. Our results files con-

tain similar information but these counts are not

reported here, due to space constraints. These counts

are less important here because we are primarily

comparing two different estimation procedures and

the conditioning is the same for both procedures.

The probability Pr(r< 2) could also be computed

or approximated without much difficulty. For m¼ 1

it is a simple binomial distribution probability.

For m> 1 the relevant distribution is the sum of m

independent but non-identically distributed binomial

random variables. For E(r)� 10, Pr(r< 2)� 0.

5.6 Comparison Criteria

Previous simulation studies to compare Weibull

estimation methods have focused on the properties

of estimators of parameters and interesting functions

of parameters, especially distribution quantiles (also

known as B-life values). We have used the results

of our simulation study to evaluate the properties

of the Weibull shape parameter (b¼ 1=r), the

Weibull scale parameter g, and various Weibull

quantiles ranging between 0.0001 and 0.90.

Proper evaluation of the accuracy of an estimator

requires a metric that considers both bias and pre-

cision. Bias is important, primarily, as a component

of estimation accuracy. The other component is pre-

cision, often measured by the standard deviation

(SD) of an estimator. It is useful to look at bias to

learn how much it affects performance. Discovering

that bias is large relative to the standard deviation

might suggest that reducing bias could improve

overall accuracy.

The most commonly used metric for evaluating

the accuracy of an estimator is the mean square error

(MSE). The MSE of an estimator ĥh is

MSE ¼ E½ðĥh� hÞ2� ¼ ½SDðĥhÞ�2 þ ½BiasðĥhÞ�2

where BiasðĥhÞ ¼ Eðĥh� hÞ. It may be preferable to

report the root mean square error (RMSE), which

has the same units as h. When comparing two esti-

mators ĥh1 and ĥh2 it is useful to compute relative

efficiency, defined here as RE ¼ MSEðĥh1Þ=MSEðĥh2Þ.
RE¼ 0.70 implies, for example, that the necessary

sample size for a procedure using ĥh1 is 70% of that

needed for ĥh2 to achieve approximately equal overall

accuracy.

Evaluation criteria are not limited to MSE and can

be defined in other ways. For example,

LOSS ¼ Eðjĥh� hjpÞ: ½2�

If p is chosen to be 1, the LOSS is known as mean

absolute deviation (MAD). The MAD is sometimes

preferred because it is less affected by extreme

observations. Values of p greater than one tend to
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penalize more strongly larger deviations from the

truth. The reason p¼ 2 is so popular is that it leads

to mathematical simplifications, but it is also thought

of as a convenient compromise between p¼ 1 and

larger values of p. One can also define a relative

efficiency as the ratio of LOSS for two competing

estimators.

When the expected number of failures is small, the

range of the observed estimates of quantiles can vary

over many orders of magnitude (particularly MRR esti-

mates) and the empirical sampling distributions are

badly skewed. Replacing the expectation in [2] with

a median provides a loss function that is more robust

to large outliers or badly skewed distributions. This

metric, taking p¼ 1, is known as the median absolute

deviation and is discussed in Hampel (1974). We use

MdAD to indicate the median absolute deviation.

Another alternative for comparing estimators of

quantiles with badly skewed sampling distributions

is to compute measures of location and spread on

the log time scale (i.e., parameters and quantiles of

the Gumbel smallest extreme value distribution).

In our evaluations and comparisons, we experi-

mented with all of these alternatives. On the time-

scale, the loss metric given in [2], even with p¼ 1,

was unstable because of extreme outliers, especially

with MRR estimation. Thus, on this scale we used

MdAD for evaluation and comparison. Most of our

evaluations were done on the log scale using means

and MSE as metrics, because these are easier to inter-

pret. Our overall conclusions do not, however,

depend on these choices.

6. EXAMPLES OF SIMULATION
DETAILS AND COMPARISON OF

TYPE 1 AND TYPE 2 CENSORING

This section has the dual purpose of illustrating

some particular examples of the analysis of simulated

data and to give a sense of the differences between

ML and MRR estimates. We also present a small

side-simulation study focused on showing that the

censoring scheme under which estimators are com-

pared (e.g., type 1 versus type 2) can have an effect

on the comparison.

The small simulation in this section is based on an

example using n¼ 60 specimens to estimate the life

of an adhesive in a high-temperature accelerated life

test. The assumed Weibull distribution parameters

used in this simulation were g¼ 211.7 hours and

b¼ 3 and from Eq. [1], the probability of failing

before the censoring time of tcm ¼ 100 hours is

Pr(T� 100)¼ 0.1. Thus, the expected number of

failures in the type 1 censored life test is

E(r)¼ 0.10� 60¼ 6.

6.1 Examples of Simulation Detail

The simulated data sets analyzed in Figures 3, 4, 5,

and 6 were selected from a set of 2,000 simulated type

1 censored data sets that will be presented, in sum-

mary form, in the next section. These four examples

were chosen from the larger set specifically to illus-

trate what happens when the plotted points (i.e., the

nonparametric estimate) do (Figures 3 and 6) and

do not (Figures 4 and 5) fall along a straight line.

The thicker, longer line in the plots shows the true

Weibull distribution. The thinner solid and dashed

lines show the ML and MRR estimates, respectively.

The dotted curves are 95% pointwise confidence

intervals based on inverting the Weibull likelihood

ratio test (e.g., Chap. 8 of Meeker and Escobar

1998). The points are plotted using the approximate

median-rank positions (i� 0.3)=(nþ 0.4). Note that

the ML line would have agreed better with the points

had the plotting positions (i� 0.5)=n been displayed

instead (as in Lawless 2003; Meeker and Escobar

1998; and Somboonsavatdee et al. 2007).

Figure 3 compares ML and MRR Weibull distri-

bution estimates for a simulated type 1 censored

sample that resulted in seven failures before the

censoring time of 100 time hours. Because the points

lie close to a straight line, the ML and MRR estimates

FIGURE 3 Comparison showing agreement between ML and

MRR estimates for a simulated type 1 censored sample that

resulted in seven failures before tcm ¼ 100 hours.
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agree well. These two estimates, however, deviate

importantly from the truth and would give unjustifi-

ably pessimistic estimates of small quantiles often

needed to make important decisions. If the need

were to extrapolate to the right to predict future fail-

ures, the predictions would be overly optimistic. In

either case, especially if there are potential safety

issues or large losses, it would be vitally important

to quantify statistical uncertainty with an appropriate

statistical interval. Of course it is important also to

recognize that such intervals reflect only statistical

uncertainty due to limited data. The actual uncer-

tainty in an estimate is sure to be even larger.

Figure 4 compares ML and MRR estimates for a

second simulated type 1 censored sample from the

same model and test plan that resulted in six failures

before 100 hours. In this case there was an early fail-

ure (not surprising given the large variance of the

smallest order statistics from a Weibull distribution).

As mentioned earlier, MRR puts too much weight

on that observation when estimating the Weibull dis-

tribution parameters. The ML line provides an esti-

mate that is closer to the truth.

Figure 5 is similar to Figures 3 and 4 except that in

the sample, the first failure came somewhat later than

would have been predicted by knowing the true

model. Again, MRR gives this observation too much

weight and the ML estimate provides a line closer

to the truth.

Figure 6 is an extreme example of disagreement

that arises when there are two failures near to the

type 1 censoring point. The ML estimate is, to a cer-

tain extent, tied down because of the constraint that

it crosses the censoring point at approximately the

fraction failing at that point. The MRR estimator has

no such constraint and thus the estimate of b can

be extremely large.

Note that, as shown in Hong et al. (2008), the

likelihood-based confidence intervals in Figures 3,

4, 5, and 6 can be used to obtain a confidence inter-

val on either the fraction failing at a particular point

in time (looking vertically) or for a particular quantile

(looking horizontally).

6.2 Comparison of ML and MRR

Under Type 1 Censoring

Figure 7 is a summary showing ML Weibull distri-

bution estimates for 50 of the 2,000 type 1 censored

FIGURE 5 Comparison showing disagreement between ML

and MRR estimates for a simulated type 1 censored sample that

resulted in ten failures before 100 hours.

FIGURE 6 Comparison showing disagreement between ML

and MRR estimates for a simulated type 1 censored sample with

two late failures.

FIGURE 4 Comparison showing disagreement between ML

and MRR estimates for a simulated type 1 censored sample that

resulted in six failures before 100 hours.
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simulations similar to the examples shown in detail

in Section 6.1. Again, the longer, thicker line corre-

sponds to the true model (g¼ 211.7 hours and

b¼ 3). Figure 8 is a similar plot showing MRR esti-

mates for the same 50 data sets. One can see less

spread in the ML estimates in Figure 7 when com-

pared to the corresponding MRR estimates in

Figure 8.

Figure 9 provides a summary of the ML and MRR

estimates for all 2,000 simulated type 1 censored

samples. There are three lines for each estimation

method. The center lines (which agree very well with

the truth in this case) show the median of estimates

for a set of quantiles ranging between 0.0001 and

0.90. Using medians here is favorable toward MRR,

relative to other measures of central tendency for

skewed distributions that we tried, such as the geo-

metric mean. We saw that any kind of mean-based

statistic would be sensitive to outliers in the MRR,

giving a stronger indication of bias. The upper and

lower curves are the 0.05 and 0.95 quantiles, respect-

ively, of the ML (or MRR) estimates, again for quan-

tiles ranging between 0.0001 and 0.90. This plot

shows that, as is often the case, the ML estimator

has slightly more median bias than the MRR esti-

mator but that the MRR estimator has considerably

more variability and that variability dominates bias.

The nonsmooth behavior in the upper MRR line is

due to events like that displayed in Figure 6.

6.3 Comparison of Type 1 and Type 2
Censoring Results

As described in Section 2.3, there are important

practical differences between type 1 and type 2 cen-

soring (type 1 is commonly used and type 2 is not).

In this section we will investigate the statistical

differences between these two kinds of tests by com-

paring the performance of ML and MRR estimates

under both type 1 and type 2 censoring. Figure 10

is similar to Figure 9 except that it displays a sum-

mary of 2,000 ML and MRR estimates under type 2

censoring, using the same model as in the other

simulations in this section. Regardless of the type

of censoring, MRR estimates have more spread when

compared with the ML estimates. Careful inspection

of these figures shows that there is somewhat more

bias in the ML estimates under type 1 censoring for

some quantiles, particularly in the upper and lower

tails of the distribution. For some combinations of
FIGURE 8 Summary showing 50 MRR estimates based on the

same type 1 censored simulated samples used in Figure 7.

FIGURE 9 The median, 0.05 quantile, and the 0.95 quantiles of

the type 1 censoring empirical sampling distributions of both ML

and MRR estimates of quantiles ranging from 0.0001 to 0.90.

FIGURE 7 Summary showing 50 ML estimates based on type 1

censored simulated samples.
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our experimental factors this additional bias can be

large enough that the MSE of the ML estimates is

larger than that of the MRR estimates for some

quantiles.

In our evaluations under type 2 censoring, it is

more common to have the MSE of the ML estimates

be larger than that of the MRR estimates. One reason

for this is that in type 2 censoring, there is no gap

between the last failure and the censoring time. For

this reason, the probability of extreme events (e.g.,

Figure 6) is smaller in type 2 censoring when the

number of failures is constrained to be four or five.

In conclusion, one will be misled if one evaluates

estimators under type 2 censoring when one wants

to know the properties under the more commonly

used type 1 censoring.

7. SIMULATION EXPERIMENT

RESULTS

We generated summary plots to evaluate and

compare the sampling properties of the ML and

MRR estimates for r¼ 1=b, log(g) and various Wei-

bull quantiles ranging from 0.0001 to 0.90 for all

combinations of the experimental factor levels listed

previously. We made separate sets of summary plots

to investigate the effect of using different evaluation

metrics (e.g., the usual definition of bias given in the

section on comparison criteria versus median bias

and MSE versus MdAD). Although there are differ-

ences among these metrics, the overall conclusions

remain the same. As described in Section 5.6, we

focused, primarily, on bias and RE for r¼ 1=b and

the logarithms of Weibull quantiles. In Section 7.4,

however, we present results on the empirical sam-

pling distributions of estimates for b and the quantile

on the timescale.

7.1 General Observations

We studied an extensive set of evaluation plots for

RE for estimating r and the log Weibull quantiles

across the different combinations of the experi-

mental factor levels. As we did this, similarities and

patterns emerged that will allow us to summarize

the results with a small subset of the large number

of figures that we produced. In particular, the gra-

phics for RE for different values of b were, to the

eye, exactly the same. Similarly, plots of the means

of these estimates, relative to the true value, as a

function of E(r) were, to the eye, almost exactly

the same. The reason for this is that RE and relative

bias (i.e., bias on the log scale divided by r) are

invariant to changes in b with complete data and

type 2 or progressive failure censoring and approxi-

mately so for our time-censored samples. This can be

shown using results in Escobar (2009) based on the

equivariance properties of ML and MRR estimators

and that RE and relative bias are both functions of

pivotal quantities under type 2 censoring (i.e., they

do not depend on either g or r). Similarly, the results

for different values of m (the number of superim-

posed type 1 censored samples) were not substan-

tially different (i.e., the general patterns were the

same). Thus, we will primarily discuss the

cases m¼ 1 (type 1 censoring) and b¼ 1. There are

important differences relative to the factor FðtcmÞ,
the expected fraction failing by tcm . The patterns

across the different levels of this factor are, however,

predictable enough that we can summarize the

results using just the plots for the extreme levels in

our simulation, FðtcmÞ ¼ 0:01 and 1.0.

7.2 Boxplots Illustrating Selected

Sampling Distributions

Figure 11 displays pairs of box plots to compare

the empirical sampling distributions of ML and MRR

estimators for the 0.01 quantile for several values of

E(r) with FðtcmÞ ¼ 0:01, m¼ 1, and b¼ 1. Figure 12

is similar to Figure 11, providing a summary of ML

FIGURE 10 The median, 0.05 quantile, and the 0.95 quantiles of

the type 2 censoring empirical sampling distributions of both ML

and MRR estimates of quantiles ranging from 0.0001 to 0.90.
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and MRR estimators for the 0.50 quantile for

FðtcmÞ ¼ 1:0 (i.e., no censoring), m¼ 1, and b¼ 1.

This appears to be the set of factor-level combina-

tions most favorable to MRR. Of course, reliability

data sets with no censoring are rare.

Figure 11 shows that the MRR estimates have

much more variability than ML estimates. Note that

for small E(r), the sampling distributions of the esti-

mates of the quantiles can range over many orders

of magnitude and are highly skewed, even on the

log scale. Even though the complete data conditions

behind Figure 12 are favorable toward MRR, MRR still

does poorly relative to ML, but the differences are

smaller than when censoring is heavy. Of course,

most reliability studies result in heavy censoring

and complete data are rare. Figure 11 is more typical

of other points in our factor space.

7.3 Relative Efficiency and Bias
Estimates of r and Log Weibull

Quantiles

Figure 13, for FðtcmÞ ¼ 1:0, shows the relative

efficiency RE ¼ MSEðĥhMLÞ=MSEðĥhMRRÞ for r¼ 1=b
and the 0.10, 0.50, and 0.90 quantiles. For estimating

r, RE� 0.75 for all values of E(r). The shape and

level of the RE relationship was similar for all other

levels of FðtcmÞ (and m and b).

For estimating the quantiles, RE follows an inter-

esting pattern. In particular, when estimating in the

lower or the upper tail of the distribution, RE is rela-

tively low. When estimating the 0.50 quantile, how-

ever, RE is close to 1.

There is a similar pattern in Figure 14, where

FðtcmÞ ¼ 0:01. Now the RE is close to 1 when estimat-

ing the 0.005 quantile but much smaller for the

0.0001 and 0.01 quantiles. For larger quantiles, the

FIGURE 11 A comparison of ML and MRR sampling distribu-

tions of t0.01 for different values of E(r) under type 1 censoring

for Fðtcm Þ ¼ 0:01, b¼1, and m¼ 1. The box contains the middle

50% of the observations. The white line inside the box indicates

the position of the median.

FIGURE 12 A comparison of ML and MRR sampling distribu-

tions of t0.50 for different values of E(r) under type 1 censoring

for b¼1, m¼1, and Fðtcm Þ ¼ 1:0. The white line indicates the

position of the median.

FIGURE 13 RE¼MSE(ML)/MSE(MRR) versusE(r) for Fðtcm Þ¼1:0,
m¼1, b¼ 1.
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RE does not vary much (with the particular quantile

or E(r) and typically at a level near 0.75). The pattern

is the same for all levels of FðtcmÞ. That is, the RE is at

its highest level (approaching but generally not

exceeding 1) for quantiles that are close to

FðtcmÞ=2. This is in agreement with what we can

see from Figures 9 and 10 where (recalling that the

censoring time was at 100 hours and the expected

fraction failing is 0.10) the spread in the ML and

MRR estimates is about the same and the differences

in performance between type 1 and type 2 censoring

are small when the fraction failing is near 0.05.

Figures 15 and 16 are parallel to Figures 13 and 14,

for FðtcmÞ ¼ 1:0 and 0.01, respectively, displaying

the sample mean of the estimates divided by their

true values, as a function of E(r).

We have not directly addressed Monte Carlo errors

in our results. With a sample size of 10,000, Monte

Carlo error will be negligible for mean statistics when

the sampling distributions are not too variable. Of

course, when E(r) is small, the sampling distributions

are sometimes highly variable. Because the evalua-

tions at the different values of E(r) were done inde-

pendently, the smoothness (or lack thereof) in our

plots indicates the degree of noise. Of course,

median statistics have more Monte Carlo error than

mean statistics, as we will see in the next section.

Even in this case, however, the additional error will

not substantially cloud our results.

7.4 Relative Efficiency and Bias

Estimates of b and Weibull Quantiles

Figures 17–20 are similar to Figures 13–16, except

that they provide evaluations for estimates on the

timescale. As mentioned earlier, we could not

use mean-type metrics to evaluate the properties of

the empirical sampling distributions due to the

extremely long tails in the distributions, as we saw

in Figures 11 and 12. These evaluations do show that

MRR can have a slightly higher RE in some very

special cases (e.g., no censoring and estimating

quantiles in the center of the distribution) but

that, overall, the performance of MRR estimators is

poor.
FIGURE 15 Mean estimates, relative to the true value versus

E(r) for Fðtcm Þ ¼ 1:0, m¼1, b¼1.

FIGURE 16 Mean estimates, relative to the true value versus

E(r) for Fðtcm Þ ¼ 0:01, m¼1, b¼1.FIGURE 14 RE¼MSE(ML)/MSE(MRR) versus E(r) for

Fðtcm Þ ¼ 0:01, m¼1, b¼ 1.
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8. RECONCILIATION WITH PREVIOUS
STUDIES

As mentioned earlier, there are sharp differences

of opinion regarding whether one should use ML

or MRR to estimate Weibull distribution parameters

and functions of these parameters. The reason for

these differences seem to lie in differences in conclu-

sions from different studies that have been done to

compare these estimators. This section reviews some

previous studies that have been conducted. Compar-

isons are not straightforward because

. Each study was conducted to mimic a different

situation (e.g., type 1 censoring, type 2 censoring,

random censoring, single and multiple censoring).

. There are differences in choices of the levels of

experimental factors (e.g., different amounts of

censoring and different values of the Weibull

shape parameter).

. The studies used different evaluation criteria (e.g.,

mean bias versus median bias and standard devi-

ation versus root mean square error versus mean

absolute deviation).

Table 1 summarizes these differences. Neverthe-

less, it is possible to see some consistency in the

results among some of these previous studies.

Gibbons and Vance (1981) summarized the results

of a large simulation study comparing ML, BLU, BLI,

and MRR and several other estimators using type 2

FIGURE 20 Median estimates, relative to the true value versus

E(r) for Fðtcm Þ ¼ 0:01, m¼1, b¼1.

FIGURE 19 Median estimates, relative to the true value versus

E(r) for Fðtcm Þ ¼ 1:0, m¼1, b¼1.

FIGURE 17 RE¼MdAD(ML)/MdAD(MRR) versus E(r) for

Fðtcm Þ ¼ 1:0, m¼ 1, b¼ 1.

FIGURE 18 RE¼MdAD(ML)/MdAD(MRR) versus E(r) for

Fðtcm Þ ¼ 0:01, m¼1, b¼1.
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censoring. They reported only the results for b¼ 1,

because the relative comparison was similar for other

values of b (as expected from theory). For estimating

r¼ 1=b the ML, BLU, BLI estimators have consider-

ably smaller MSE values when compared with the

MRR estimators for both n¼ 10 and 25. BLI is slightly

better than BLU, as would be predicted from theory,

and ML is almost the same as BLI. This is not surpris-

ing given that BLU and BLI estimators have optimal-

ity properties relative to this criterion (but BLU has

an unbiasedness constraint) and that ML estimators

are highly correlated with BLU and BLI estimators.

For estimation of b, in some cases MRR estimators

perform better than ML, BLU, and BLI for n¼ 10

but differences are small until the amount of censor-

ing increases to 80% (two failures). For n¼ 25, there

is little difference among the four estimators. For esti-

mation of the 0.10 Weibull quantile, the differences

among the estimators are not large, but the MSE for

MRR is smaller than that of the other estimators.

Given the results of our comparisons between evalu-

ation under type 1 and type 2 censoring discussed

previously, our simulation results are not inconsist-

ent with those of Gibbons and Vance (1981).

Appendix F of Abernethy et al. (1983) contains a

detailed description of a simulation to compare

MRR and ML estimators, mimicking a staggered entry

situation similar to the one that we used. The primary

difference is that their rule was to analyze the data

after a fixed number of failures rather than a fixed

point in time. The fixed number of failures in their

experiment ranged between 2 and 10. They

observed that both MRR and ML tend to overestimate

b (i.e., positive bias) but that MRR always has a larger

standard deviation than ML. For estimation of t0.10,

MRR tends to underestimate and ML tends to over-

estimate, but the bias is completely dominated by

variance in the MSE. All of these observations are

consistent with results from our simulation.

Nair (1984) described a study to compare asymp-

totic relative efficiency and small sample properties

of OLS estimators similar to MRR and symmetric

censoring (same amount in each tail). He used the

popular plotting positions (i� 0.5)=n. Nair (1984)

also reviewed earlier theoretical work that studies

properties of linear estimators based on a subset

of the order statistics (which arise in certain kinds

of failure censoring). This work was extended in

Somboonsavatdee et al. (2007), who considered

random right censoring with specified censoring

distributions. Such censoring schemes would mimic

censoring arising from random phenomena like

competing failure modes, random entry into a

study, and variation in use rates. For plotting

positions they used a generalization (i� 0.5)=n that

uses the point halfway up the jump in the

Kaplan-Meier estimate, also suggested in Lawless

(2003) and Meeker and Escobar (1998). Their eva-

luations of quantile estimators are, like ours, com-

puted on the log scale because that is the scale

used for pivoting to obtain confidence intervals.

For the Weibull distribution their conclusions are

TABLE 1 Studies Comparing Weibull Estimators

Study Focus Evaluation criteria b
Sample size

amount censored Censoring type

Gibbons and Vance (1981) r, b, t0.10 MSE 1 n¼10, 20 Type 2 (failure)

%Fail 30–100

Abernethy et al. (1983) b, t0.001 Median bias 0.5, 1.0, 3.0, 5.0 n¼1000, 2000 Staggered entry

Standard deviation r¼ 2 to 10 Failure censoring

Somboonsavatdee et al. (2007) l, r Relative MSE 1 n¼25 to 500 Random

log(t0.10) to

log(t0.90)

E(%Fail) 25–100 Specified

distributions

Skinner et al. (2001) b, g MSE 1.2, 1.8, 2.4, 3.0 n¼5, 10, 15 Random: early,

Middle, late%Fail 20–53.3

Liu (1997) t0.000001 to t0.01 Median bias 0.5, 1.0, 3.0, 5.0 n¼10, 25, 50, 100 Unspecified

MAD, MSE %Fail 30–100 MonteCarloSMITH

Genschel and Meeker

(this article)

r¼ 1=b, b Mean bias 0.5, 1.0, 3.0, 5.0 Various E(r) Staggered entry

type 1 (time)log(t0.0001) to

log(t0.90)

Relative MSE E(%Fail) 1–100
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that OLS estimators have much lower relative

efficiency, both asymptotically and for finite sample

sizes, when compared to ML. Interestingly, the only

case in their study where the OLS estimators are as

good as ML estimators is for the lognormal distri-

bution with no censoring. Our results for the Wei-

bull distribution are consistent with theirs.

Skinner et al. (2001) described a small simulation

to compare ML, MRR, and another estimator for the

Weibull parameters. They generated censored data

by randomly choosing binary patterns from a speci-

fied set to determine which observations should be

censored or not. They used different sets of patterns

in order to compare the properties of the estimators

with early, middle, and late censoring within the

sample of observations. Their simulation showed

that ML always had smaller MSE than MRR for esti-

mating g. For estimating b, however, MRR had smal-

ler MSE values when censoring was concentrated at

the beginning or in the middle but not at the end.

The results in this study for estimation of b seem at

odds with our study and others. We suspect that this

is because of the different method that was

employed to generate censored samples.

Liu (1997) conducted an extensive simulation study

comparing estimation methods for the Weibull and

lognormal distributions for complete and censored

data. His results comparing RMSE for ML and MRR

are, for the most part, highly favorable toward MRR

relative to ML for estimating Weibull parameters and

quantiles, even for sample sizes as large as 100. These

results are inconsistent with our results and any other

simulation results that we have seen. We attempted,

without success, to learn how the censored samples

for this study were computed. Liu (1997) said only that

he used MonteCarloSMITH to do his simulations. If we

knew precisely how the censored samples had been

generated, we could try to reproduce the results and

learn the root cause of the differences.

Another study, by Olteanu and Freeman (2010),

has also been completed and is to be published in

the same issue as this article.

9. CONCLUSIONS,
RECOMMENDATIONS, AND AREAS

FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The main conclusions from our study are as

follows.

. When evaluated under appropriate criteria (e.g.,

MSE or some other similar metric that takes vari-

ation into consideration and at least approximates

the users true loss function), ML estimators are bet-

ter than MRR estimators in all but a very small part

of our extensive evaluation region.

. There are important differences between evaluat-

ing an estimation procedure under type 1 and type

2 censoring. ML has an advantage in type 1 censor-

ing in that it uses the information contained in the

location of the censored observations. This infor-

mation is particularly important when there are

few failures. MRR ignores this information, as we

saw in Figure 1, and this is one of the reasons that

ML outperforms MRR.

. All previous studies comparing ML and MRR esti-

mators were different in one way or another. The

section on comparison of type 1 and type 2 cen-

soring results showed that though ML estimators

usually have better precision than MRR estimators

in type 2 censoring experiments, the differences

are smaller than in type 1 simulations. This sug-

gests that in order to make appropriate compari-

sons, simulations need to be conducted to

carefully mimic the testing or reliability data-

generating processes that are in use (rather than

choosing a censoring scheme that is convenient).

We have the following recommendations:

. Statistical theory should be used to guide the

choice of inference methods. Even large sample

approximations can be useful in this regard.

. In complicated situations where exact analytical

results are not available, simulation should be used

to supplement and check the adequacy of the

finite-sample properties. It is important that

the simulations mimic the actual data-generating

processes.

. Statistical theory also has a role to guide the design

of simulation studies and the analysis and presen-

tation of simulation results. For example, it is

immediately obvious that the scale parameter g
need not be a factor in the experiment, because

metrics of interest are invariant to the choice of

g, even when data are censored. As mentioned

previously, under type 2 censoring and progress-

ive failure censoring, RE comparing equivariant

estimators of linear functions of the SEV location
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and scale parameters l and r will be invariant to

both l¼ log(g) and b¼ 1=r.

. When there are only a few failures, there is very lit-

tle information in the data, as we have seen in our

simulations. This lack of information is reflected by

the extremely wide confidence intervals. In pre-

senting results on an analysis, especially when

data are limited (almost always the case) or there

is potential for large losses if incorrect decisions

are made, it is essential to quantify uncertainty as

well as possible. The statistical uncertainty of ML

estimates is relatively easy to quantify (with a con-

fidence or prediction interval) and serves as a

lower bound on the total uncertainty. As far as

we know, methods to quantify statistical uncer-

tainty of MRR estimators have not been developed.

This is because MRR estimators are less efficient

than ML estimators (even in small samples) and

thus confidence intervals based on MRR estimators

would tend to be wider than those based on ML

estimators.

. When there are only a few failures, it may be

necessary or desirable to supplement the data with

external information. This is often done by

assuming the value of the Weibull shape para-

meter, based on previous experience or knowl-

edge of the physics of failure, and doing

sensitivity analysis over a range of values. This

approach is useful and is illustrated in Abernethy

et al. (1983), Nelson (1985), and Abernethy

(2006). Some people refer to this approach as Wei-

bayes, but this is a confusing term because the

method has no relationship to Bayesian methods

and can be applied to the lognormal distribution

just as readily as the Weibull distribution.

A useful alternative is to use a prior probability

distribution to describe the uncertainty in b and

do a Bayesian analysis, as illustrated in Chap. 14

of Meeker and Escobar (1998). This approach

has the advantage of providing a point estimate

and uncertainty interval, as in the classical appro-

aches. The advantage of the sensitivity analysis

approach is that it provides insight into which

assumptions are conservative and which assump-

tions are not.

. In actual data analysis and test planning applica-

tions, it is useful to use simulation to get insight

into the properties of proposed tests and inference

procedures. Plots of simulation results like those

shown in Figures 7 and 8 allow an engineer or

manager to clearly understand statements like ‘‘If

the dark line is the truth, our estimates could be

xx% off due to sampling variability.’’ It is clear that

engineers and managers today have a much better

understanding and appreciation for the role of

variability. Both the popularity of Six Sigma pro-

grams and the availability of powerful graphics=

simulations tools have contributed to this.

There are several areas that need further research.

. Our study has focused on the Weibull distribution.

It would be of interest to conduct similar studies

for the other widely used distributions, especially

the lognormal distribution. The results in Som-

boonsavatdee et al. (2007) suggest that there could

be some interesting differences.

. Some previous work has been done on the

reduction of bias in ML estimators (e.g., Thoman

and Bain 1984 and Hirosi 1999). Abernethy

(2006) and Barringer (2009) also described an

approach to reduce the bias of ML estimators of

the Weibull shape parameter. The effects of such

efforts need to be evaluated using appropriate

realistic censoring schemes and criteria for evaluat-

ing precision. Often efforts to reduce bias will

result in increased MSE, and this is not an improve-

ment.

. The BLU and BLI estimators mentioned earlier

have optimality properties under type 2 censoring

and could be expected to be approximately opti-

mum for type 1 censoring, when E(r) is large. It

would be interesting to replicate our study, replac-

ing MRR with BLI and BLU estimators to see how

these procedures compare to ML estimators under

type 1 censoring. These linear estimators will,

however, also suffer under type 1 censoring,

because they also ignore information in the exact

position of censored observations.

. The results from our simulation are conditional on

having at least two failures. We did this to give

MRR its best chance to performing well, because

it has been suggested that MRR is better than ML

in ‘‘small samples.’’ We have seen, however, that

estimates (and especially MRR estimates) can take

on extreme values when the number of failures is

small (e.g., Figure 6). Thus, it could be of interest

to repeat our study, conditional on observing
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some larger number of failures (say three to ten).

This would make sense if some alternative

approach is to be used when the number of fail-

ures falls below a certain level.
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